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Abstract
This study aims to identify the current status and prospect of ride-sharing service in Bangladesh from the users’
perspective. Data has been collected through a survey questionnaire from a sample of 164 respondents and
analyzed using simple descriptive statistics. Findings show that ride-sharing services are emerging rapidly in
Bangladesh as an alternative to traditional transportation because people prefer flexibility, convenience, time
savings, and ease of use. The young generation is the top user of this service as they well equipped with the
technologies required for this gig economy. Currently, Uber and Pathao, only two companies hold more than
three-quarter of the market share because of their first mover advantage and availability in both car and
motorbike segments. Further growth of this service is expected if major problems like concern over safety and
security can overcome. Thus, this study would be useful for companies understanding users’ perception and
improving their service quality.
Keywords: Bangladesh, present condition, prospects, ride sharing service
1. Introduction
Ride-sharing service is an emerging mode of transport that positively contributes to economic, environmental,
and social sustainability (Geisberger et al., 2009; Hansen et al., 2010). This service ensures efficient and
convenient transportation through the use of smartphone technology which enrich the experience of personalized
mobility in timely fashion. Consequently, app-based vehicle service system has increased dramatically over the
past few years as a part of finding the nearest vehicle in a short time. Consumers are always in search of
inexpensive ways to get around where an app makes the process smooth (Chen et al., 2011). Moreover, in the
advent of telecommunication, consumers can easily track driver’s location to pick them up, provide fares and
positive feedback on their consumption through this mobile app used in ride-sharing services (Posen, 2015).
Nowadays ride-sharing service has become very popular in developed as well as in developing countries.
Consequently, academic researchers, entrepreneurs, business persons, innovators, and policy-makers are showing
greater interest in the nature and impacts of this ride-sharing service on economies. From a business perspective,
this service can create more opportunities in terms of market share and social benefits. Moreover, ride-sharing
companies are also benefited by new dimensions of service use and a new area of earning a profit (Belk, 2014).
In addition to these, users also get benefits from ride-sharing service as a potential solution to the different
problems of traditional transportation sectors like congestion relief, improved travel options (DeMaio, 2009).
Consequently, with the wave of other countries, some of the ride-sharing companies started their operations in
Bangladesh like Uber, Pathao, Amarbike, Taxiwala, Garivara, Chalo, Sohoj ride, Obhai, Obon, and others.
Within a short time, these companies launched innovative technology to make the mobility of the people more
conveniently and flexible. Moreover, people are using the service frequently, which is further attracting newer
companies to enter the market and making the competition intense. However, few such studies have been
initiated in the least developed countries like Bangladesh to address the current situation future growth of
ride-sharing services. Thus, the purpose of this study is to understand the present status and prospect of
ride-sharing service in Bangladesh from the users’ perspective. Therefore, this study considers the following
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objectives, first, to identify the present condition of ride-sharing service in Bangladesh, second, to determine the
benefits and challenges of this service and third, to explore the prospects of ride-sharing service in Bangladesh.
The paper is organized into five different sections, including this introduction section. The remaining of the
paper is as follows, the relevant literature and background regarding concepts, practices, prospects, and
challenges of ride-sharing service and the existence of ride-sharing service in Bangladesh are presented in
section 2. In section 3, the detailed methodology of this study is explained considering the research approach,
data and sources, data collection methods, and data analysis techniques. Section 4 includes the result and
relevant discussion of the significant findings. The conclusion and significant implications of the study are
presented in the final section of the paper.
2. Literature Review and Background
2.1 Concept of Ride-sharing Service
Ride sharing is a time and facility oriented updated service using secure and convenient smartphone technology
in real-time ride pooling where two groups of people as driver and passenger exists (Feeney, 2015; Geisberger et
al., 2009). This service mostly involves efficient use of vehicles with a different mode of transportation, usually
car and bike. In the era of digital sharing economy, ride sharing system extends with the availability of IoT
(Internet of things), WoT (Web of Things) and smartphone technology to provide an opportunity for easy and
flexible communication system for both riders and users (Chan & Shaheen, 2012; Farin et al., 2016).
Consequently, transportation network companies can make a significant change in this industry through the use
of updated technology to address the present demand of new generation like reduced travel time, travel cost and
traffic congestion (Bicocchi & Mamei, 2014).
2.2 Ride-sharing Service in Different Countries
Recently, Uber in San Francisco, California has introduced as a solution to the present traffic situation and
customer satisfaction which is backed by three generations of ride-sharing methods evolved over five decades
(DeMaio, 2009). According to the author, the scenario of the present and future bike sharing service was
revealed through the first generation at Amsterdam in 1965 with limited facilities and scope. Then the second
generation at Copenhagen, Denmark in 1991 with some technological improvements; and the third generation at
different locations around the world like England, France, Taiwan, South Korea, China, Chile, Brazil, New
Zealand, and the United States in 1996 by updating the service quality and facilities. Moreover, Chan and
Shaheen (2012) in their study categorized the evolution of North American ride sharing into five phases from
1942 to present based on a premium group of the society, energy crisis, institutionalization, reliability and advent
of technology.
Furthermore, the use of ride-sharing service is rapidly expanded in different cities in Europe, U.S.A, Canada,
Denmark, England, North America (Feeney, 2015). In the wave of the growing gig economy, development of
ride-sharing services like Lyft, Uber, and Sidecar brought enormous competition in the industry in those
locations (Wallsten, 2015). In this regard, using the demand pattern of the different user's group, Agatz (2011), in
his study, showed how to predict the demand and competition of ride-sharing services in a meaningful way.
Besides, Joseph et al. (2006) in their study addressed that creative ride sharing transport service make a
tremendous positive impact in the life of city dwellers as well as for the society that also requires the cooperation
of the companies and government. Moreover, ride-sharing service need to comply with the same regulations and
standards set by the government for the taxis in different cities regarding price and safety (Midgley, 2011).
2.3 Prospects and Challenges of Ride-sharing Service
In his study, DeMaio (2009) identified that the future of ride Sharing service would be more efficient with the
use of updated GPS tracking system, distribution of vehicles to everywhere in a country and a new business
model. The near future of this service can be predictable as the traffic congestion is increasing because of more
busy people wants to travel, and the world becomes conscious about environmental sustainability. However,
Bicocchi and Mamei (2014) expressed that for long term success, every ride-sharing company needs to target
consumers with more diversified user-friendly offers by anticipating demand. Moreover, this is a big challenge to
deal with customers as several companies trying to serve the customers more efficient and flexible transportation
system for congestion. Not only this competition but also different reasons and unexpected incidents make the
ride-sharing service questionable (Kamau et al., 2016). Security still one of the primary concern among the users,
especially the women passengers.
2.4 Ride-sharing Service in Bangladesh
The concept of ride-sharing service is aged; however, the extension of this service gained much popularity
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recently in emerging economies like Bangladesh (Kamau et al., 2016). Besides, the concept of ride-sharing in
Bangladesh differs significantly with that of many other developed countries like the USA and UK. While it
refers to the concept to share a ride with other two or more passenger to reach the same destination in developed
countries, in Bangladesh, the concept take a new dimension as to search a ride with the smartphone apps and
internet connection by selecting the places of destination. Moreover, the infrastructure, road networks, and
communication system of Dhaka are not fully matched with that of other cities of developed countries
(Chowdhury et al., 2016).
Additionally, Andaleeb, Haq, and Ahmed (2007) in their study identified that the citizen of Dhaka faces
problems of not having a personal car where quality public transport facilities is also very fragile. However, the
current situation of transportation and communication system in Bangladesh is improving with the technological
enhancement, and the transportation market is expanding with different forms of ride-sharing service (Teubner &
Flath, 2015). Kumar, Jafarinaimi and Bin Morshed (2018) in their study discussed descriptively the existing
transportation situation and Uber facility in Bangladesh using theory of justice and found that this service can
create a positive impact on mobility and sharing economy. The introduction of Uber has created massive
popularity of ride-sharing service among the young generation as well as some middle-aged people in
Bangladesh. The main reason behind this popularity is the demand for flexible movement of the busy people in
Bangladesh.
However, the previous studies regarding ride-sharing services discussed in the above sections focused mainly on
different cities of developed countries rather than those of emerging economies. Thus, there is still a gap in the
knowledge about the background, benefits, challenges, and prospect of ride-sharing service in emerging
economies like Bangladesh, where ride-sharing service is evolving recently. A rigorous examination in this
regard is essential for the people involved in this gig economy to know the present status and prospect of
ride-sharing service in Bangladesh and develop their strategies accordingly. So far, in the concern of the
researchers, there is no such previous study regarding the present status and prospect of ride-sharing service in
Bangladesh. Thus, research concerning this issue would be more useful in the future.
3. Methodology of the Study
This study considers the perception of different participants in this industry to understand the present status and
prospect of ride-sharing service in Bangladesh. Moreover, this study adopts a qualitative approach to
examination with descriptive analysis. A qualitative approach often takes a descriptive and non-numerical
method that explains a real-life setting more meaningfully. Moreover, the qualitative approach collects and
analyzes information to understand the phenomenon, meaning, truth, reality, and conceptions in social science
researches (Hossain, Siddique & Islam, 2015). Authors also mentioned that, though the qualitative approach has
few shortcomings like a time consuming, weaker forms of measurement, lower samples, reliability, and
transparency, it provides greater flexibility and higher validity. Such validity can express through reviewing
previous studies and information collected from respondents through a questionnaire survey.
In this regard, a survey questionnaire has been developed to identify users’ perception regarding the present
status and prospect of ride-sharing service in Bangladesh. Surveys are primarily suitable in explaining the
features of a large population. Moreover, considering the same questions to all respondents with set of
standardized stimuli, the survey generates reliability (Hossain et al., 2015). Thus, in this study, a survey
questionnaire consists of eighteen questions regarding their demographic profiles and experiences of ride-sharing
are distributed among potential respondents. Using a convenience sampling method, the survey questionnaire
sent to around 200 respondents, where 164 returned useable with a response rate of 82%. In addition to this, data
are collected by sending the questionnaire through online medium during two months of the study period from
January 2019 to February 2019.
Furthermore, the data collected has been analyzed using simple descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics
consists of different types of statistical analysis central to describing, summarizing, and explaining group of data
to understand the key features easily (Christensen, Johnson & Turner, 2015). Authors also mention that
descriptive statistics summarize the key numerical characteristics of the data set through frequency distributions,
percent, averages, graphs and charts, and relevant tables and figures. Other descriptive statistics include the
measures of central tendency, measures of dispersion, and measures of relationship between variables and so on.
Thus, users’ perceptions regarding the present status and prospect of ride-sharing service in Bangladesh are
analyzed based on frequency distributions, percent, averages, different charts, and graphs. A descriptive
statistical analysis is a useful way to explore a social phenomenon and to create the groundwork for future
research with more sophisticated statistical analysis.
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4. Resultts and Discussions
4.1 Demoographic Proffile
The tablee 1A in the apppendix showss the demograaphic profile of
o the respond
dents. The resspondent grou
up consists
of 56% m
male and 44%
% female. Th
his almost equual representaation of both genders is esssential in thee study of
ride-shariing service in Bangladesh because,
b
in reecent times, bo
oth men and women
w
of a yyoung age are using this
service fr
frequently. Mooreover, majo
ority of the rrespondents (68%) are stu
udents followeed by busineess (20%),
services ((7%) and othhers (5%). Th
he occupation of the respon
ndents also matched
m
with the other dem
mographic
elements of the responndents. The stu
udent group iss the primary user
u of ride-sh
haring servicees in Bangladeesh as they
enabled w
with the resources required in this servicee and actively seek low-cost transportatioon.
Moreoverr, the age diistribution off the responddents also sho
ows a similaar trend. Aroound 42% off the total
respondennts belong to the age grou
up of 23-27 yyears, followed
d by 38% of the respondennts in the agee group of
28-32 yeaars. There aree less than 4%
% of respondennts aged abov
ve 37 years. Thus, this age distribution im
mplies the
suitabilityy of ride-sharring services for the youngg generation. The young people
p
aged bbetween 20 to
o 35 years
usually hhave a smartpphone with internet connecction required
d for ride-sharring service aand actively seek
s
quick
transportaation with thee lowest possib
ble cost. On tthe contrary, people
p
aged more
m
than 40 yyears are eitheer well off
to affordd their ride or
o not techno
ologically advvanced, which reasoned for
f their mini
nimum presen
nce in the
respondennt group.
4.2 Curreent Status of Ride-Sharing
R
Services
S
in Baangladesh
Figure 1 shows the exxperience of riide-sharing seervice of the respondents.
r
Around
A
four-ffifths of the respondent
r
cohort haad experienceed a ride-sharring service inn the past wh
hile only one-fifth of them
m never use any
a of the
ride-shariing services in
i Bangladesh
h. This findingg is very usual as people show
s
interest in ride-sharin
ng service
based on different reassons and prefferences even if they all haave the same access to the service. Partiicipants in
this serviice sector mayy articulate marketing
m
strattegies to attracct more of theese potential cconsumers and increase
the pie ffor higher revvenue. Moreo
over, based oon comfort, flexibility,
f
and
d conveniencce, people vaary on the
selection of transportattion mode wh
hile they frequuently experieence rideshare. Figure 2 shoows that aroun
nd 37% of
respondennts prefer a car only, wh
hile 33% of respondents prefer motorrbike only. T
There are also
o 27% of
respondennts who are inndifferent betw
ween these tw
wo modes baseed on their situ
uation and connvenience.

Fiigure 1. Experrience of ride--sharing servicces
Source: B
Based on surveey data, 2019.
In addition to this, figure
f
3 show
ws the most preferred seervice provideers in the ridde-sharing bu
usiness of
Bangladeesh. Though thhis percentage does not claassify the diff
fferent modes of transportat
ation, it reflectts a rough
estimation of current market sharees of the ridee-sharing serv
vice providerss. Several serrvice providerrs already
entered inn the market like Uber, Paathao, Amarbbike, Taxiwalaa, Garivara, Chalo,
C
Sohoj rride, Obhai, Obon,
O
and
others. A
Among which few offers bo
oth car and m
motorbike. Fig
gure 3 shows that consum
mers prefer mo
ostly Uber
(40%) annd Pathao (38%
%) among all ride-sharing services thoug
gh there weree free to selectt more than one service
provider. All other ridee-sharing services hold an innsignificant portion
p
of the market
m
share ((around 12%) currently.
The reasoons behind thhis high prefeerence of Ubeer and Pathao
o are first mover advantagee and presencce in both
modes off transportationn. Uber is the pioneer of caar ride-share service in Bangladesh whilee Pathao is in motorbike
ride sharee.
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Figure 2. Preeferred transpo
ortation modee
Source: B
Based on surveey data, 2019.

500%
400%
300%

Service providers
p

200%
100%
Ezzyr

Obon

Amarbike

Obhai
Obh i

Chalo

Shohoj Ride

Pathao

Uber

0
0%

Preferred serviice provider
Figure 3. P
Source: B
Based on surveey data, 2019.
Howeverr, respondentss also reflect the reasons w
why they do not prefer ride-sharing seervice. Aroun
nd 20% of
respondennts never feell interested in using any off the ride-shariing services, while
w
anotherr certain perceentage had
experiencced the ride-sharing but not
n interestedd in selecting
g this as their primary m
mode of transsportation.
Respondeents were freee to select mo
ore than one ooption, which reflects theirr situation moost. Figure 4 shows
s
that
most of tthe people (266%) avoid rid
de-sharing servvice for the concern over security.
s
Thouugh ride-sharin
ng service
operates tthrough GPS tracking and all
a detailed innformation is recorded
r
in reaal time, peoplle often felt in
nsecure for
various reeasons, especcially women in the night ti
time. People also
a ignore the ride-sharingg service equaally (21%)
when theey find a physsical meeting point as a chaallenge and reeluctant to pro
ovide detailedd real-time infformation.
Few otheers also constraained by techn
nological requuirement and find
f
using an app for transpportation quitee tricky.
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Others
Hassle to manage through app
Concern over security
Physical meeting point is a challenge
Real time detailed information needed
Technological challenges
0%

10%

20%

30%

Figure 4. Reasons behind ignorance of ride-sharing services
Source: Based on survey data, 2019.
Moreover, those who use the ride-sharing service frequently are asked to determine their average expenses on a
personal trip. Figure 5 shows that on average most of the people (53%) pay up to Tk. 150 followed by 36% of
people pay an amount of Tk. 150 - Tk. 300. Only 11% of the respondents pay an amount higher than Tk. 300 per
trip. To some extent, these expense classifications depict that ride-sharing service offers convenience and
flexibility at a higher expense. The average expense has a more significant impact on consumption decision and
if not carefully designed, may lead to lower than expected growth of ride-sharing service in future.

60%
53%
45%
36%
30%
15%

8%
3%

0%
0 - 150

150 - 300

300 - 450

Above 450

Range of Payment (in taka per trip)
Figure 5. Range of average payment per trip
Source: Based on survey data, 2019.
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4.3 Compparison of Ridde-sharing Serrvice with Tradditional Modees of Transporrtation

Figure 6. Preference off ride-sharing services
s
on tim
me savings
Source: B
Based on surveey data, 2019.
In additioon to determiining the currrent status off ride-sharing service in Baangladesh, resspondents aree asked to
compare this service with
w traditional transportattion service of the city. Co
omparison is m
made in the context
c
of
paymentss, flexibility, convenience, time consum
mption, and eaase of use. Fiigure 6 show
ws the users’ perception
p
regardingg time consum
mption of ridee-sharing serviice and tradittional transporrtations. Majoority of the reespondents
(91%) peerceive that ridde-sharing serrvice save tim
me compares to
t the traditio
onal mode of ttransportation
ns. Rest of
the responndents, howevver, prefer thee traditional onne or indiffereent between tw
wo services. T
Thus, the prosp
pect of the
ride-shariing business is
i very high for
f the particiipants if they can make thee service avaiilable to moree potential
consumerrs.
Moreoverr, figure 7 shoows the compaarison of ride--sharing servicce with traditiional transport
rtation on two important
criterion-- conveniencees & flexibility and expensses of the serv
vices. Respon
nses of both ccriteria are claassified as
more preeferred, less preferred,
p
and
d depends onn the situation
n. While the majority of tthe responden
nts (91%)
preferredd ride-sharing service as mo
ore conveniennt and flexiblee than the trad
ditional one, th
the rest assum
me it either
less convvenient and lesss flexible or indifferent. O
On the contrary
y, based on the expenses off the services, an almost
equal num
mber of peoplle contradict with
w each othher regarding the
t preferencee of ride-shariing service. While
W
47%
of the resspondents preeferred ride-sh
haring servicee, 41% opposeed to that. Th
he prospect off ride-sharing service is
consideraably well as the majority
y of the peoople perceivee these as a convenient and flexible mode of
transportaation. Howeveer, expenses of
o the service m
might be a sig
gnificant obstaacle to the groowth of this seervice.

91%
Convenience
C
and
a Flexibilityy
Expenses
E
of th
he service
47%
4

41%

12%

7%
More prefferred

3%
%

d
Less preferred

Depend
ds on situationn

Figure 7. Preference
P
of ride-sharing sservices on conveniences & flexibility annd expenses
Source: B
Based on surveey data, 2019.
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4.4 The F
Future Prospeccts and Challeenges of Ride--sharing Service
Respondeents are askedd to express th
heir intention tto use the ridee-sharing serv
vice with reasoons. Figure 8 shows the
frequencyy of the diffferent reasons that responndents mentio
oned when they showed their intentio
on to use
ride-shariing service inn the future. They
T
mentionn the ease of use,
u flexibility
y, convenient,, no bargainin
ng of fare,
comfort, and time savvings, cheaper, fast, easy to manage, and
a less hasslle as differennt reasons forr choosing
rise-shariing service. Respondents
R
mention
m
moree than one reeason as it is an open-endded question. The most
common reason is thhe conveniencce, followed by reasonablle fare, digital dealings, aand availabillity. Other
significannt reasons forr choosing rid
de-sharing serrvice are the comfort and relax, follow
wed by ease of manage,
user-frienndly and flexiible, time-sav
ving. Thus, peeople would choose ride-sharing servicce instead of traditional
transportaation in futuree if this servicce can be offeered convenien
ntly, at reason
nable fare, flexxible, and avaailable in a
timely fasshion.

Figure 8. Reasons
R
of chhoosing ride-sharing servicees in future
Source: B
Based on surveey data, 2019.

ure 9. Problem
m faced in ride-sharing serv
vices
Figu
Source: B
Based on surveey data, 2019.
Finally, rrespondents are
a also asked
d about the prroblem they face
f
in ride-sharing servicee. Understand
ding these
problemss is essential to
t apprehend the current gaap and prospeect of this serrvice in Bangl
gladesh. Figuree 9 shows
one of thee most significant issues off this service iss the safety an
nd security of the users. Resspondents identified the
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threat of privacy (21%), harassment by the drivers (17%) especially for the women riding alone, and concern
over security (13%) as the most problematic issue over ride-sharing service which is all connected to safety and
security of the passengers. Moreover, respondents also identified abuse of personal information (9%), missing
passenger helmet (8%) and risk of accident (6%) as the problems of this service. Only 17% of the respondents
show concern over charging higher prices. Therefore, service providers should account these findings into their
strategies to make the ride-sharing service safer and secured to the consumers. Otherwise, such a potential
service sector may discard soon despite its colossal potentiality.
5. Conclusion
This study is aimed to identify the present status and prospect of ride-sharing service in Bangladesh from the
users’ perspective. In the context of Bangladesh, this research is one of the first of its kind that focused on three
specific research objectives- identifying the present condition, exploring the benefits and challenges, and
determining the prospects of ride-sharing service in the country. This study implements a qualitative method of
inquiry where data is collected through a survey questionnaire using convenience sampling and is analyzed
through descriptive statistics. Findings show that ride-sharing service is emerging rapidly in Bangladesh as an
alternative to traditional transportation as people are interested in fastest and flexible commuting with low cost.
In this regard, most consumers can afford a ride within Tk. 150, however sometimes which goes beyond Tk. 300.
The young generation, mostly the students, are the top user of this service as they are well equipped with the
technologies required for this gig economy.
In addition to this, still, there is a segment in the population who did not use ride-sharing service ever or not
interested in experiencing it in the future. The existing and future service providers may turn this segment into
potential customers if they can solve the problems perceived by the consumers. Consumers show concern over
safety and security issues of this service. However, a large group of users preferred ride-sharing service over
traditional transportation in terms of payments, flexibility, convenience, time consumption, and ease of use. They
showed interest to use these services in the future because of ease of use, flexibility, convenience, no bargaining
of fare, comfort and time savings, cheaper, and less hassle. Currently, Uber and Pathao altogether hold more than
three-quarter of the market share, and the users frequently prefer them because of their presence in both modes
of transportation and first mover advantage.
Consequently, this study is useful for the existing and future service providers of this gig economy. It would help
the companies to understand their customers’ choices and perception of the services. Thus, companies need to
articulate the findings into their strategies to create more market presence and to enhance business growth
through customer satisfaction. However, this study is not beyond its limitations. This is a perception based study
where a limited number of convenience samples are considered to determine the present status and prospect of
ride-sharing service in Bangladesh. As this is exploratory research in this field, more conclusive research can be
initiated in the future. Further studies can be initiated to determine consumers’ attitude toward ride-sharing
service, to measure consumers’ satisfaction of the ride-sharing service, to compare the ride-sharing service with
traditional transportation modes and so on. Future studies can also be taken place to evaluate this gig economy
from the supply sides- how service providers perceive this economy as a profession. Furthermore, similar studies
can be initiated in the other potential service sectors of the gig economy.
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Appendix
Table 1A. The demographic profile of the respondents
Particulars

Percentage

Gender
Male

56%

Female

44%

Age
18-22

6%

23-27

42%

28-32

38%

33-37

10%

38-42

2%

43-47

2%

More than 47

0%

Occupation
Service

7%

Business

20%

Student

68%

Others

5%

Source: Based on survey data, 2019.
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